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What if...

You could implement a flexible solution that
was specifically built to manage your complex
operations and regulatory compliance
requirements?
You had the speed and agility to quickly adapt and
respond to market demands and pressures?
You could scale your business to enter new global
markets faster—thanks to having real-time visibility
across multiple sites?
You could quickly deploy your ERP system with
a low total cost of ownership and minimal upfront
investment—freeing capital for other ventures?
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Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage—the
right ingredients for efficiency and growth
As a food and beverage manufacturer, you face challenges that are forcing you to rethink the way you do business.
Legacy ERP solutions and inefficient processes don’t give you the agility and speed you need to grow your business.
Deep, proven industry functionality
With Infor CloudSuite™ Food & Beverage, you get a complete, yet, flexible solution with proven
capabilities for common food and beverage challenges and critical processes, including:
• Forecasting and demand planning, down to hours and minutes
• Production planning and scheduling
• Tracking and traceability
• Integrated quality management
• Recipe and least cost formulation
• Labeling support for nutritional information, ingredients, and allergens

Speed and agility delivered in the cloud
Industry-rich functionality is delivered in the cloud, which means you get greater business agility as you
grow, cost savings and built-in support, hassle-free ownership, and security that follows industryleading, best practice protocols.
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Maximize agility and efficiency in
a tight-margin market
From meat and poultry manufacturers to dairy, bakery, and beverage manufacturers, food and beverage companies
need agility and speed with their business systems to drive down costs, increase innovation, and boost efficiency.

Consider the facts:
The top concern for food and beverage companies is:
How to continue profitable growth in a time of rising costs.1
Even as food prices are expected to rise 3.5% in 2014, grocery
store retailers are pressuring manufacturers to keep prices down.2
Over 40% of US industry executives cite operational improvements
and significant cost reductions as their top strategic initiatives. 3

The cloud software model will account for $1 of every $6 spent
on software by 2016.4
1
2
3
4

GE Capital Food & Beverage Industry Economic Outlook Survey, Second Quarter 2014
USDA, Economic Research Service. Food Price Outlook, 2014; data for food, food-at-home, and food-away-from-home CPIs.
KPMG's Food and Beverage Industry Outlook Survey, 2012.
http://online.wsj.com/article/PR-CO-20130521-904931.html
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Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage:
Three ways cloud will simplify your business
There is no other food and beverage cloud solution that offers complete end-to-end functionality built specifically for
the needs of food and beverage companies. Only Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage provides the following benefits
in a single offering:

Industry-specific software

Secure infrastructure

Cloud value

Infor CloudSuite includes the same
proven functionality that has helped over
1,500 food and beverage companies in
all segments of the industry, including
bakery, beverages, confectionary, dairy,
ingredients, meat, poultry and fish,
prepared and chilled foods.

This infrastructure is fully managed by
Infor®, with the security and reliability
of regional data centers managed by
leaders in the fields of cloud and
big data management.

Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage
offers a faster time to value, with minimal
upfront investment, reductions in labor
costs, and hassle-free adoption for users.
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Modernize, streamline, and grow
Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage equals flexible, industry-specific functionality and user productivity in the cloud:

Capability

• Proven food and beverage capabilities you need to quickly introduce new products, manage

recipes and formulations, optimize your operations, plan for seasonal peaks and demand, and
track and trace products to meet compliance regulations.
Flexibility

• Easily expand to include other best-of-breed applications to support unique needs
in supply chain management, R&D, and quality assurance
• Add new users as your business grows

Visibility

• Have a single source of truth for better and faster decisions
• Get end-to-end business processes in one unified solution
• Use business value analytics with industry-specific KPIs

Currency

• Always have the latest features and functionality
• Get fixes and patches automatically, as part of your subscription
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Infor customers have gained agility, cost control, and
greater efficiency with our food and beverage solutions:
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Why Infor CloudSuite?
Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage is an agile, secure, and highly flexible hosting platform.
With an Infor CloudSuite deployment, you can:

Become more agile to drive global growth
The solution provides real-time data that is accessible anytime, anywhere.
It’s easy to expand to new locations, add users as your company grows,
and have visibility across multiple sites and warehouses.

Reduce your total cost of ownership
Because data is no longer stored on-site, you no longer need expensive servers
and hardware. This means you’ll have to devote fewer resources to hardware
and software upgrades and fixes, and can stay current with the latest technology
and functionality.

Ensure security and reliability
With data managed by professional, experienced providers, you benefit from
best-practice protocols in application, network, physical, and operational
security, as well as comprehensive monitoring, to help ensure that your data
stays secure.
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Take a closer look at the components
Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage keeps every function of your business running with efficiency, so
you can focus on quality, growth, and profitability.

Manufacturing operations allow you to schedule
production orders down to the minute, convert formulas
into production recipes, and effectively manage
variances and yield.

Financial management capabilities provide you with
visibility and compliance across your business, whether
you are a global business with dozens of sites or you
operate in a single country with one site.

Supply chain management tools provide collaborative
forecasting and demand planning down to the minute,
and allow you to balance supply and demand levels for
optimal customer service.

Product lifecycle management tools streamline
the development of new products, speeding
time-to-market, improving quality, and reducing
development costs.

Productivity features such as deep analytics, an
intuitive user interface, mobile data capture, industryspecific KPIs, and drill-downs help you make faster,
better decisions.

Supply chain execution capabilities provide
comprehensive warehouse and distribution
functionality, end-to-end traceability, and shelf-life
and catch weight capabilities.
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With Infor CloudSuite Food & Beverage, you get
innovative technology specifically designed for the
food and beverage industry, which can help you
increase your company’s agility, reduce your supply
chain risks, and deliver quality each and every time.
Learn more

>
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